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Cyberpunk
“The future is already here — it's just not very evenly distributed.”
William Gibson
How do we make free software last forever?
Wakanda forever!*

*Very minor spoilers ahead
Dystopia or utopia?
"MACHINE CIVILISATION"

What if...

you lost your family
because they weren’t
backed up?
Power & responsibility
Leave the sandbox
“I don't dance”
I super believe in you.
Free software’s to-do list
We’ve already done great things
There’s still plenty to do
Things no one’s even thinking about?
Find a partner and pilot it.
We need the new people
We won’t be here forever
Mentees are not here for your crumbs
Values > ROI
That sounds like a lot of work.
Roving bands of unaffiliated patchers
Let’s mentor in that spirit
Treat everyone like they belong here
Can I help?
The Village already has a mission
Everyone’s mission is important to them
We may need to meet the Village more than halfway
We may have to become the (alien) armadillo
Cyberpunk, alien, armadillo resisters.
...with cool hair
Continue improving free software
And continue bringing it to new places
More to check out

Have It Your Way: Maximizing Drive-Thru Contributions by VM Brasseur, OSSNA 2017

"Enchanted Village" by A. E. van Vogt
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